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The hard and the soft of it 

Metals and energy commodities have surged over recent weeks. Crude oil prices have lifted around 15% since the 

beginning of September, hitting 7-year highs around US$80/barrel. US and UK natural gas futures are up a massive 65-

70%. Coal prices aren’t too shabby either. The trend has also helped iron ore bounce back from a 14-month low. 

A range of factors have underpinned this trend. Supply bottlenecks are a big theme – there are too many containers 

in some parts of the world and not enough in others, while high volumes and labour shortages are causing long delays 

at ports. Its not just that though – according to some commentators, the trend towards decarbonisation has made 

investors reluctant to invest in traditional fuel sources, constraining production capacity. 

We expect the outlook for ‘soft’ agri commodities will remain constructive, but don’t expect gains will be as 

dramatic as for the ‘hard’ commodities. While agricultural commodities are vulnerable to some of the same supply 

disruptions as their harder peers, the production capacity issues are a different beast. Supply for many agricultural 

commodities is tight too – think slowing dairy output, ongoing flooding, and swine fever outbreaks in China – but the 

global food supply chain is likely to prove more resilient and quicker to respond. It may take a while to ramp up dairy 

or forestry production, but a whole lot longer to build a new power station or even un-mothball a refinery. In short, 

we expect agri commodities to remain well supported, but to underperform most of those hard commodities. 

NZD finely balanced 

The past few weeks have seen an interesting 

dynamic play out for the NZD in currency 

markets. Typically, the NZD tends to lift higher in 

periods of commodity price strength, given higher 

prices for our agricultural exports are a boost for 

our terms of trade. What’s more, last week the 

RBNZ became one of the first major central banks 

to hike its policy interest rate. Typically, that 

would also be a boost for NZD given local interest 

rates look set to rise far ahead of those offshore, 

which makes NZD more attractive. 

Yet the NZD/USD hasn’t gained over the past 

few weeks and continues to trade in a 0.680-

0.715 range. To put that in context, the last time 

commodity prices were approaching these highs (at the peak of the 2013-14 dairy cycle), it was well north of 0.800. 

What’s more, the OCR hike did relatively little to boost NZD/USD, and it rose a mere 0.1% over the week. 
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Investor angst is clipping the kiwi’s wings. Unusually, the current commodity price surge and the beginning of the 

RBNZ tightening cycle are coinciding with a period where global growth looks to be at risk of slowing (the IMF has just 

marginally lowered its forecast for 2021 global growth). Investors are anxious about the outlook and are seeking 

refuge in the ‘safe haven’ currencies like the USD instead of ‘procyclical’ currencies like NZD. We think that trend will 

continue to cap the NZD (below 0.705 say), but the fundamentals are strong enough to keep it from dropping too 

low. As we’ve previously noted, it’s a sweet spot for farmers to be in – strong agri prices, but a muted kiwi. 

ASB Commodities Index  
Another week, another all-time NZD high for our ASB 

Commodity Price Index. The major commodities in our index 

were higher last week, with sheep/beef prices up 0.5% and 

dairy prices up 0.4% in USD terms. In aggregate, global agri 

commodities are currently sitting around seven-year highs.  

Exchange rate movements over the week were relatively 

modest, with NZD/USD up just 0.1% despite the RBNZ hiking the 

OCR for the first time since 2014. The upshot saw our NZD index 

up 0.2% over the week. The relatively favourable exchange rate 

remains a boon for our index in NZD terms 
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based 
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as 
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this 
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed 
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. 
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or 
any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant 
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   

* For all indices 2017 average = 100 
** Percentage change since same week last 
year 

ASB New Zealand Commodity Price Indices 
As at Friday 8th October 2021 

 Index* Week % Year %**

Total NZD 118.7 0.2% 16.0%

Total SDR 114.8 0.4% 21.3%

Total USD 116.7 0.4% 20.9%

Dairy USD 121.9 0.4% 26.3%

Sheep/beef USD 124.9 0.5% 29.6%

Forestry USD 99.5 0.1% 10.4%

Fruit USD 101.9 0.1% -7.0%

NZD/USD 0.6941 0.1% 4.2%
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